
Step 1 Through 15 years of R&D in the field of balanced global 
economic growth and optimizing the efficiency levels of global 
value chains, the global Public-Private Partnership has achieved a 
global consensus of a Digital Economy initiative from the following 
perspectives: 

• As a nonprofit Public-Private Partnership, we have earned the trust 
of more than 26 international IGOs/NGOs,156 countries 
represented by their pan regional organizations, as well as the 
world’s leading finance, insurance, and technology firms—which 
together serve more than 60% of the world’s GDP. We are working 
together with our members and supporters including the UNCTAD 
and OECD, among others, to initiate a new era of global 
prosperity through the realization of a long-held vision: the delivery 
of the Digital Economy.

• From a global policy adoption perspective, G20 leaders and their 
global experts agree that the Digital Economy must be the focus 
of efforts to reinvigorate the global economy. 

• From a global deployment perspective, 75% of the world’s citizens, 
through their pan regional organizations entrusted to implement 
regional economic development plans have executed 
agreements and published economic roadmaps to deploy the 
Digital Economy Platform (DEP). 

• From an end-user’s perspective, trade participants at the ground 
level representing 88% of the world’s GDP, demand the DEP. 

• From a technology industry perspective, 26 of the world’s leading 
technology firms have validated the WLC’s DEP, business model, 
and value proposition. Accordingly, these firms have signed 
non-compete agreements with the WLC because they recognize 
the efficacy of our Digital Economy solution, that they will more 
than double their EBIT through their participation, and that they 
are unable to implement an alternative solution on their own.

Global Deployment -
G20 Nations Case Study -
Trade Efficiency Assessments
Voice of G20 Nation Citizens
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Step 2 The G20 Countries have conducted and 
successfully completed national Shipment Efficiency 
Assessments (SEA) in conjunction with 71 ministries, 
academia, industry associations, and the private sector. 
The results are staggering: 

• Over 90% of trade participants do not have an 
integrated system in place.

• 94.5% want the Digital Economy Platform and 
collectively defined its functionality.

• The DEP can reduce the landed import & export 
cost from the current average of 12% to 6% for the 
G20 Nations.

• Up to 80% of the data in the G20 global value chains 
are reentered manually and participants can 
benefit from affordable E-Documentation tools.

• High business risk due to limited validation of data 
exchanged among trade participants and they 
require innovative tools for obtaining validated 
data to increase transparency and ease of doing 
business.

• The banking and insurance clusters have among 
the lowest integration scores and need higher 
visibility into global value chain to ease access to 
trade finance and insurance.

Today
Stagnant Economic Growth
High Unemployment
High Trade Deficits
High Trade & Operations Cost
Unsecure Borders & Flow of Commerce
Tight Credit and Insurance Markets
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The 5 Steps to Transform Our World from Today’s Inefficiency
to a New Efficient & Resilient Tomorrow

HumaWealth Genesis 
2018

Global Coverage
2020

Step 4 The DEP will be launched 
initially through four HumaWealth 
Benchmark Trade Lanes (BTL), in the 
Americas, Asia, Europe, and the 
Middle East & Africa over an 
18-month period. 

The deployment lanes will include 
sellers, buyers, carriers, logistics service 
providers, and the public sector 
––everyone participating in the trade 
pipeline from shelf-to-shelf. 

Each carefully selected lane will be 
evaluated through a formal process 
of assessment before and after 
deployment of the DEP. 

Step 5 The world’s leading 26 
technology firms have signed 
strategic exclusive agreements with 
our organization as a first step to be 
selected as Technology Gateways to 
deploy the DEP. 

The Commerce, Finance, Insurance, 
and Technology Gateways with a 
combined manpower of 2.6 million 
serving 60% of the World GDP and the 
viral marketing to the SMEs in all the 
regions of the world will combine to 
achieve the deployment of the DEP 
to 60% of the business-to-business 
marketplace by 2030.

Benchmark Trade Lanes - 18 months
2019

D R A F T

Step 3 HumaWealth 18-month Program will 
be initiated by the HumaWealth Genesis 
Event that is planned to be convened with 
our strategic partners including the OAS, LAS, 
OIC, OECD, and AU. 

Commerce, Finance, Insurance, and 
Technology (CFIT) companies attending the 
Genesis Event will be invited to participate in 
a transparent, equal opportunity RFP process 
to be selected as Gateways to connect 
businesses to the Digital Economy Platform 
(DEP). 

Tomorrow
REBALANCING WORLD
ECONOMY CREATING:

100% of G20 Population
Accomplished
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Job Creation

USD 7.7 trillion
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By 17%

310 million

SECURE BORDERS & COMMERCE

New Services

Increase in Trade

Increase world GDP

USD 3.7 trillionDecrease in Trade Cost

Achieving Business Excellence by Maximizing on What Technology Makes Possible 


